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SUMMARY

The constant-ratedischarge test is the principalfield method used in
hydrogeologicinvestigationsfor characterizingthe hydraulicpropertiesof
aquifers. To implementthis test, the aquifer is stressed by withdrawing
ground water from a weil, by using a downhole pump. Dischargeduring the
-

withdrawalperiod is regulatedand maintainedat a constantrate. Water-level
response within the well is monitoredduring the active pumping phase (i.e.,

-

drawdown) and during the subsequentrecovery phase followingterminationof
pumping. The analysisof drawdown and recovery response within the stress
well (and any monitored,nearby observationwells) providesa means for estimating the hydraulicpropertiesof the tested aquifer, as well as discerning
formationaland nonformationalflow conditions(e.g., wellbore storage,wellbore damage, presence of boundaries,etc.). Standard analyticalmethods that
are used for constant-ratepumping tests includeboth log-logtype-curve
matching and semi-log straight-linemethods.
This report presents a current "state of the art" review of selected
transient analysis proceduresfor constant-ratedischarge tests. Specific
topics examined include: analyticalmethods for constant-ratedischargetests
conductedwithin confined and unconfinedaquifers;effects of various nonideal formationfactors (e.g., anisotropy,hydrologicboundaries)and well
constructionconditions (e.g., partialpenetration,wellbore storage) on
constant-ratetest response; and the use of pressure derivativesin diagnostic
analysis for the identificationof specific formation,well construction,and
boundary conditions.
Of particularnote is the contributionthat pressure derivativeanalysis
provides in removing test analysis ambiguity. When used in combinationwith
standard log-logpressure change versus time plots, pressurederivativescan
be used to identify specific test formationbehavior and to significantly

w

improve log-logtype curve match analysis.
Informationpresented in this report can be used for the proper design
and analysis of constant-ratedischargetests conducted in supportof hydrologic characterizationinvestigationson the Hanford Site, for a variety of

iii

formation and test conditions. Although the discussionpertains mainly to
tests conductedwithin granular sedimentaryaquifers,the informationis also
applicableto fracturedaquifer systems that can be characterizedas porous
media equivalents.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

As part of the U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) Ground-WaterSurveillance
Project, Hanford Site Flow System CharacterizationTask, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) investigatesthe hydrogeologicpropertiesthat control the
movement of contaminantswithin various aquifer systems on the Hanford Site,
•

and assesses the potentialfor their migration offsite. As part of this
activity, hydraulicproperty estimates,obtained from hydrogeologiccharacterizationtests conductedat specificwell locationson the Hanford Site, are
routinely reported (e.g., Spane Ig92a, Igg2b; Thorne and Newcomer 1992).
In situ hydraulicpropertiesof subsurfaceunits are commonly determined
using inverse analyticaltechniquesthat relate test response (i.e., the
change of pressurewith time) for a known imposed stress,to formationhydraulic properties(i.e., transmissivityand storativity). The principalmethod
used in hydrauliccharacterizationinvestigationsis the constant-ratedischarge test (i.e., a test where ground water is removed from a test interval
at a constant rate for an extended period of time). Analysis of the change of
pressure during the active or dischargephase (constant-ratedischarge/
drawdown analysis)and the subsequentrecovery phase followingterminationof
ground-waterremoval (constant-raterecovery analysis)are normally accomplished by type-curvefitting of log-log plots or straight-lineanalysis of
semilogarithmicdata plots of pressure change versus time. These analysis
methods normally depend on assumed formation/testconditionssuch as" a
homogeneous,isotropicaquifer of infinite lateral extent; fully penetrating/
communicativewells possessinginfinitesimallysmall borehole volumes; and
radial flow conditions. Because of these constrainingassumptions,it is
importantthat the test analyst be familiar with the possible effects on test

.

response,when these conditionsand assumptionsare not met.
Recent developmentsin diagnosticanalysis using pressurederivatives
has greatly facilitatedthe identificationof nonformationaland non.-radial
flow conditionswithin data obtained from constant-ratedischarge tests.
Recent computer program developmenthas also provided the ability to design
and analyze hydrologictests for a variety of formationand test conditions.

1.1

The general objectiveof this report is to present a current "state of
the art" review that can be used for the analysis and design of constant-rate
discharge tests conducted in support of hydrologiccharacterizationinvestigations on the HanfordSite. Specific report objectivesinclude
•

the review of analyticalmethods for constant-ratedischargetests
conducted within confinedand unconfinedaquifers

•

delineationof the effectsthat various heterogeneousformation
factors (e.g., anisotropy,hydrologicboundaries)and well constructionconditions(e.g., partialpenetration,wellbore storage)
have on constant-ratetest response

•

demonstrationof the use of pressurederivatives in diagnostic
analysis for identifyingspecific formation/flow/boundary
conditions, and their use in hydraulictest analysis

Although this report pertains to constant-ratedischarge tests conducted
within largely granular sedimentaryaquifer formations,the informationis
also applicableto analogousfracture aquifer systems that can be characterized as porous media equivalents.

1.2

2.0

PRESSUREDERIVATIVEANALYSIS

Hydrologictest analysis based on the derivativeof pressure (i.e., rate
of pressurechange) with respect to the natural logarithmof time has been

_

,

shown to significantlyimprovethe diagnosticand quantitativeanalysis of

_

_

constant-ratedischargetests (i.e., pumpingtests). The improvementin

....
4"

•

hydrologictest analysis is attributedto the sensitivityof the derivative
response to small variationsin the rate of pressure change that occurs during
testing, which would otherwise be less obviouswith standard pressure change
versus time analysis techniques. The sensitivityof pressure derivativesto
pressure change responses facilitatestheir use in identifyingthe presence of
wellbore storage, boundaries,and establishmentof radial flow conditions
within the test data record.
One of the first papers to demonstratethe use of pressure derivatives
to supportthe analysis of constant-ratedischargetests using the line-source
solution was presentedby Tiab and Kumar (1980). Following publicationof
this paper, many subsequentarticles were published (e.g., Bourdet et al.
1983a, 1983b, 1984, 1989; Beauheim and Pickens 1986; Ehlig-Economides1988,
Mensch and Benson 1989, etc.), primarily in the petroleum industry,concerning
the use of pressure derivativeanalysisfor improvinghydraulictest analysis
and for discerningthe flow responsemodel that is operative during characterizationof the test interval (i.e., homogeneousversus heterogeneousformation response). Recently,the use of pressurederivativeswas also extended
to the analysis of slug test responsewithin confined aquifers (Karasaki
et al. 1988; Ostrowskiand Kloska 1989).
This vigorous response in the petroleum industryon the uses and application of pressure derivativesfor hydraulictest analysis has not been
matched within the hydrologicalsciences. One of the objectivesof this
report is to familiarizethe reader with the use and applicationof pressure

•

derivativeanalysis. A recent paper by Spane and Wurstner (1992) describes a
computer program, DERIV, that can be used to convert hydrologicfield test
data obtained from slug and constant-ratedischargetests to pressure derivative format.

2.1

,i,......

ILhl
,,

The following report sections includea descriptionof the use of pressure derivativesfor hydraulictest analysis of constant-ratedischarge tests.
In summary, pressure derivativeanalysis can improveconstant-ratedischarge
test analysis over a wide range of aquifer/testconditions. Specifically,it
can be used to
•

diagnosticallydetermine the appropriateformationresponsemodel
(homogeneousversus heterogeneous)and boundary conditions(impermeable or constant head) that are evident during the test

•

determinewhen infinite-acting,radial flow conditionsare
establishedand, therefore,when straight-lineanalysisof drawdown
data is valid

•

assist in log-log type-curvematching for test data exhibiting
wellbore storage effects and boundaryconditions

2.2

3.0

CONSTANT-RATE
DISCHARGETEST SOLUTIONS/ANALYSES
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Standard analyticalmethods that are used for constant-ratepumping
tests include both log-log type-curvematching and semi-log straight-line
methods. Since the initialtransientanalysis solution for constant-rate
tests for fully penetratingwells within homogeneous,isotropic,confined
aquifers was first published in Theis (1935), a multitude of papers have been
published in ground-waterand petroleum industry literaturethat provide
transient solutionsand analysis methods for constant-ratetests performed
over a wide-rangeof formationand boundary conditions. Summariesof the
developmentof these various solutionsand analysis methods have appeared
periodically(e.g.,Weeks 1978; Witherspoon 1978; Ramey 1978, 1992). The historicaldevelopmentof constant-ratetest analysis will not be presented in
this report. The reader is directed to the cited referencesfor a detailed
discussionon this topic.
4

3.1 NONLEAKY CONFINED AQUIFERS
For confined aquifers,ground water produced during a constant-ratetest
is released by a number of mechanisms. For nonleaky confined aquifers,ground
water is primarilyreleased from elastic storage, includingthe expansion of

3.1

water and compressionof the aquifermatrix. For leaky confined aquifers,
ground water is also produced from elastic storageof the confining layers.
The solution for nonsteadyground-waterflow to a well (line-source)
within a nonleaky aquifer, which was developed from ana01ogous
heat flow equations, was first presentedby Theis (]935). The Theis solution (also referred
to as the exponentialintegral solution)relates drawdown within the aquifer
to the transmissivityand storativityof the aquifer, for a given radial distance from a well pumped at a constant rate as follows"
mO

s - 4_Q T _ (e-U/u)du

(3.1)

U

where, the variable of integration,u, is defined by
u = rZS/4Tt
where

(3.1a)

s = drawdown [LI
T = transmissivity[L2/T]
S = storativity [dimensionless]
Q : discharge rate [L3/T]
r = radial distance from pumped well [LI
t = time since pumping started [TJ
u = variable of integration[dimensionless].

The Theis solution is based on several assumptionsconcerningthe
aquifer and configurationof the pumped weil. Weeks (1979) has grouped the
these assumptionsinto three categories"
I. AQuifer
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

infinite in areal extent
confined above and below by impermeablebeds (i.e., nonleaky)
homogeneous,isotropic,and of uniform thickness
remains filled with water
releases water from storage instantaneouslywith a decline in
head

3.2

2.

PumpedWell
a)
b)
c)
d)

3.

completely penetrates the aquifer
infinitesimal
well diameter
produces water without head loss in the well bore
uniform flow to the well per unit length open to the aquifer

Stress Application

•

a)

Stress (i.e.,
flow rate) applied at the pumped well
stant, starting
at some initial
time t : O.

.

The effect
identified

assumptions (i.e.,

subsections

of this

As indicated
grated,

on transient

but its

test

is con-

response of not meeting some of the

la,b,c

and 2a,b,c)

is addressed in various

report.
in Lohman (1972),

Equation (3.1)

value is given by the infinite

cannot be directly

series

presented

inte-

in the fol-

lowing equation:

s -

Q [-0.577216-In u +u - (u2/2-2!)+ (u3/3.3!)- ...]
4= T

(3.2)

The value of the series relationshipin Equation (3.2) is commonly expressed
as W(u) - the well function of u, for which tabulated values are presented in
Ferris et al. (1962). Drawdown,using this relationship,is defined as:

s - Q W(u)
4=T

(3.3)

Figure 3.1 shows the exact solution for nonsteady flow at various dimensionless radial distancesfrom the pumpingweil, as presented in Mueller and
•

Witherspoon(1965). Dimensionlessparametersshown in the figure are defined
below:

PD : (2= T/Q)_h

3.3

(3.4)
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FIGURE3.1.

where

PD =

Exact Solution for Nonleaky Confined Aquifers, for Various
L_imensionless Distance Relationships (adapted from Mueller
and Witherspoon 1965)

tD : (T t)/(r2 S)

(3.5)

rD = ro/r
W

(3.6)

dimensionlesspressure change

tD --dimensionlesstime; equal to I/(4 u)
ro = observationwell distance from pumping well [LI
rw = stress well radius in test interval [L].

As indicatedin Figure 3.1, the Theis solutionprovides an accurate description of pressure change for all dimensionlesstimes for dimensionlessdistances greater than 20.

3.4

Figure 3.2 shows the error induced by using the Theis solution for
various dimensionlessdistancesfrom the stress weil. Mueller and Witherspoon
(1965) state that after a dimensionlesstime of 50, the Theis solution can be
used with an error of only I percent (or less) for all distances from the
pumped weil. The nonapplicabilityof the Theis solution in early test times
6

for short distances from the pumped well has also been noted previouslyby
Hantush (1964).
Standardmethods used to analyze constant-ratepumping tests that are
conducted in nonleaky confined aquifers include both log-log type-curve
matching, using type-curve;based on the relationshippresented in Theis
(1935),and semi-log straight-linemethods that apply after infinite-acting,
radial flow conditionsare established.
In ground-waterhydrology,the log-log type-curvemethod is normally
reserved for analyzingobservationwell response (both individuallyand

FIGURE 3.2. Error Inducedby Using the Theis Solution for Various
DimensionlessDistances (adaptedfrom Mueller and
Witherspoon1965)

3.5

collectively). Log-log methods are not normally used for quantitativeanalysis of the pumped weil, because part of the drawdown or recovery water-level
response at the well location is associatedwith well/formationinefficiencies
or damage induced by the drilling process. In the petroleumindustry,the
effects of we'll/formation
inefficienciesor damage are combined and referred
to as "skin effect." In petroleumreservoiranalysis procedures,storativity
(S), is independentlyestimated for the test formation,and transmissivity
(T), and skin effect (Sk) are calculatedsimultaneouslyby matching the loglog drawdown or recovery responsewith appropriatetype curves for various
skin effect conditions.
For semi-log analysis methods, the rate-of-changeof water levels within
the well during drawdown and/or recovery is analyzed to provide hydraulic
property estimates. Because skin effects are constant with time during
constant-ratetests, semi-log methods can be used to quantitativelyanalyze
the water-level response at both pumped and observationwells. In groundwater hydrology,the semi-log, straight-lineanalysistechniquescommonly used
are based on either the Cooper and Jacob (1946)method (for drawdown analysis)
or the Theis (1935) recovery method (for recovery analysis). These methods
are theoreticallyrestrictedto the analysis of test responsesfrom wells that
fully penetrate nonleaky, homogeneous,isotropicconfined aquifers. For these
analysis methods, drawdown or recovery (i.e., residual drawdown)water-level
data are plotted versus the log of time or other appropriatetime parameter,
and T is calculated using one of the followingtwo equations:
T = (2.3 Q)/(4_ _h/Alogt)

T = (2.3 Q)/[4_ AS/AI0g (t/t/)]
where

Q - pumping discharge rate [L3/T]
Ah = water-level change [L]
As = residual drawdown [L]
t = time since pumping started [T]
t' = time since pumping terminated[T].

3.6

(drawdownanalysis)

(recoveryanalysis)

(3.7)

(3.8)

The straight-linesolutionsrepresentan approximationof the general
equation describingradial flow to a weil, and are valid only after a specified period of time and after infinite-acting,radial flow conditionshave
been establishedwithin the test formation. Infinite-acting,radial flow
conditionsare indicatedduring testingwhen the change in pressure,at the
point of observation,increases in proportionto the logarithmof time.
Lohman (1972)indicatesthat the time required for the straight-line
approximationto be valid (mathematically)can be calculatedfrom the
•

following"
t _>(r2 S)/(4T u)

(3.9)

where r is observationdistance from the pumped well ILl, and u is 0.01
[dimensionless].
The assignedvalue for u of 0.01 is somewhat conservative. Chapuis
(1992) states that the
"... Cooper-Jacobapproximationmay be consideredvalid for u
values higher that 0.01, as usually quoted" when u = 0.10, the
relative error is 5.4% ..., which is scarcelydetectable;for u =
0.05, the relative error is 2.0%."
While the time required for the straight-lineapproximationto be valid
can be calculated(assumingT and S are known a priori), determiningwhen
infinite-acting,radial flow conditionsare exhibited has, in the past, been
more difficultto discern. Because of these restrictionson the use of semilog straight-linesolutions,it is importantthat the analyses be correctly
applied to only that portion of the pumping test data for which it is valid
(i.e., homogeneousformation - radial flow conditions). The use of pressure
derivativetechniqueshas greatly facilitatedthe identificationof when
infinite-acting,radial flow conditionsare established,and therefore,when
semi-log, straight-linesolutionsare valid.
i

3.1.1 PressureDerivativeApplications
Figure 3.3 shows the pattern of dimensionlesspressure (PD) and the
dimensionlesspressurederivative (PD') during a constant-ratetest for a
stress well that fully penetratesa nonleaky,homogeneous,isotropicconfined
3.7

aquifer for variouswellbore storageconditions (i.e., C D > 0). The PD type
curves were generated using a modified version of the program TYPCURV
(Novakowski1990), as described in Spane and Wurstner (1992). The original
TYPCURV program was modified to allow increaseddensity of generated typecurve data points, to permit use of external time or dimensionlesstime files,
to extend the dimensionlesshead lower limit, and to provide additionaltest
description informationin the computer file output. The PD' curves were produced using the generatedPD curve data as input to the DERIV program as
described in Spane and Wurstner (1992). The values of CD shown in the figure
were selected to encompassthe range of storativity(S) that is commonly cited
for confined aquifer systems, i.e., S = 10.3 to I0"s (Heath 1983), where

=r/(2rJs).

(3.1o)

0.1
0.1

1_)

10.0

100.0

1000.0

IO(X)O_

V%
FIGURE 3.3.

DimensionlessPressure and DimensionlessPressure Derivative
Type Curves for Constant-RatePumping Tests

3.8

'

As indicatedin Figure 3.3, wellbore storage produces a characteristic"hump"
pattern in the pressure derivativeplot, which increasesin amplitudeand
duration as the associateddimensionlesswellbore storage value (CD),
increases. A Theisian response that is characterizedby no wellbore storage
effects cannot be shown in the figure, because CD = O. However, bec&use of
the similaritydisplayed by all low CD curves (i.e., CD < 0.1), the absence of
.

"

wellbore storage effects can be approximatedby the CD curve = 0.1 shown in
the figure.
Infiniteacting, radial flow conditionsare indicatedduring testing
when the change in pressure,at the point of observation,increasesin proportion to the logarithmof time. This is indicatedwhen the pressure derivative curve becomes horizontal(i.e., when the pressure derivativebecomes
constant)at a PD' value equal to 0.5. For most test situations,infiniteacting, radial flow conditionsare establishedfor test times with tD/CD
values greater than approximately60 (Earlougher1977).
The presence of nonradialflow conditionscaused by vertical flow, leaky
aquifer behavior,or the presence of boundariesis denoted on a pressurederivative plot by a diagnosticresponse pattern that significantlydeviates from
the horizontalradial flow-lineregion of the graph (i.e., PD' = 0.5). In comparison,nonradial flow is less obvious on a dimensionlesspressure change
plot without the derivative. Its presence is only suggestedby a subtle deviation from the pressure change plot. Figure 3.4 presents examples of diagnostic dimensionlesspressure change and pressurederivativeplots for a few
selected heterogeneousformationtest conditions. A more complete treatment
of diagnosticresponse patterns is contained in Ehlig-Economides(1988)and
Horn (1990).
3.1.2 _AnalysisGuidelines
The preferredanalysis approach for nonleaky confined aquifers is

•

dependenton the type of test data available for analysis. Test data may be
availableonly from the pumped weil, only one observationweil, or from
multiple observationwells. For the case where only drawdown data for the
pumped well is available,the following analysisprocedure should be used:
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FIGUR_ 3.4. CharacteristicLog-Log Pressure and Pressure DerivativePlots
for Various HydrogeologicFormation/BoundaryConditions
I. Plot the log of the drawdown data and data derivativeversus the
log of time.
2. Evaluatethe drawdown data and data derivativepattern to ascertain
the formation response model (i.e., homogeneousor heterogeneous),
and to ascertainthe presence of radial flow conditionswithin the
test data record.
3.

Calculatethe transmissivityfor the confined aquifer based on
analysis of the indicatedradial flow (if present) section of the
test data using the Cooper and Jacob (1946) semi-log straight-line
method [Equation(3.7)], provided that the data record analyzed
satisfiesthe "u" time criteria listed in Equation (3.9).

4.

If semi-log straight-lineanalysis is not applicable,then the loglog type-curvematching method (describedbelow) should be applied.
If drawdown data are availableonly for one observationweil, the analy-

sis procedureoutlined for the pumped well should also be followed. For this
3.10

test situation,an estimate for storativitycan also be obtained from the
semi-log straight-lineanalysis,using a modificationof a relationshippresented in Lohman (1972).
S =

2.25(T t)/r2

(3.1i)

log-I[(st)/A(s/t)
]
t

•

where st is drawdown at time, t [TJ, and a(s/t) is slope of the semi-log
straight-line[L/T].
In addition to the semi-log straight-lineanalysis procedure,simultaneous type-curvematching of the test data and data derivativecan also be
performedto provide corroborativeestimatesof transmissivityand storativity. For this analysis procedure,the Theis curve and Theis derivative (i.e.,
if no wellbore storage effects are exhibited)or appropriatewellbore storage
and wellbore storage derivatives(e.g., Figure 3.3) can be used to match the
combined log-log plot of the test data and data derivative. Once the best
type curve and derivativematch has been obtained,then associatedmatch
points for time, drawdown,dimensionlesstime (I/u for Theis curve match, tD
for wellbore storagecurve match), and dimensionlessdrawdown (W(u) for Theis
curve match, PD for wellbore storage curve match) are determined. Transmissivity and storativityare then calculatedusing the match point data in the
appropriateequationsTransmissivity. Theis analysis [Equation(3.3)];wellbore storage
analysis [Equation(3.4)]
Storativity.

Theis analysis [Equation (3.2)];wellbore storage
analysis [Equation(3.5)]

For the situationwhere multiple observationwell data are available,the data
'

for each well can be analyzed individually(as described previously)or all
the test data can be analyzed compositely. If the data are analyzed

"

compositely,the log of the test data and data derivativesshould be plotted
versus the log of t/r2 rather than t. The test data and data derivatives
should plot on a single type curve and derivativepattern, using the t/r2
convention. A departurefrom a single analysis type-curvematch would indicate heterogeneousformationconditionswithin the region tested, and the well
3.11

test data should then be analyzed individually. Transmissivityand storativity are calculatedfrom compositeanalysis followingthe procedureoutlined
above for single wells, with the match point value obtained from type-curve
matching as t/r2, insteadof t.
The entire precedingdiscussionand discussionwithin Sections 3.2 and
3.3 pertains to the analysis of drawdown data obtained during constant-rate
discharge tests. Recovery data for constant-ratetests can also be analyzed
using drawdown type curves presented in Figures 3.3 through 3.7, provided that
the recovery builduppressure (i.e.,the observed formationpressure during
recovery minus the observed formationpressure at the terminationof testing)
are plotted versus the equivalenttime function describedin Agarwal (1980).
The Agarwal equivalenttime functionaccounts for the duration of the discharge time period, thereby permittingthe use of drawdown type curves for the
analysis of recoverydata. The equivalenttime function (te) is defined in
Agarwal (19B0) as

te = (t x t')/(t + t')

(3.12)

where t is duration of the dischargetest [T], and t' is time since discharge
terminated [T].
Diagnosticlog-log derivativeanalysis of recovery buildupdata for
identifyingthe establishmentof radial flow conditionsduring the test is
performed as described previouslyfor drawdown test data analysis. The indicated radial flow portion of the recoverydata can then be analyzed using
semi-log recovery methods. There are several semi-log analysismethods that
can be employed. Tilepreferredanalysis is based on the Theis recovery
method, which analyzes residualdrawdown (i.e., static formation pressure
prior to test initiationminus observedformationpressure during recovery, as
expressed in Equation (3.8). Semi-log,straight-lineanalysis can also be
performed using recovery buildup data versus the Agarwal equivalenttime
function (te)using a modified versionof Equation (3.7). For this application, te is used in place of the indicateddrawdown time (t).
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As a cautionarynote, semi-log straight-lineanalysis based on recovery
buildup data versus actual recovery time (t') may provideerroneousresults.
This is becausethis analyticalmethod assumes that drawdown has completely
stabilizedprior to terminationof pumping. Since stabilizeddrawdown conditions rarely are establishedprior to test termination,semi-loganalysis of
recovery data based on the recovery time t' method should not be used.
3.2

LEAKY CONFINED AQUIFERS
Two general solutionsare availablefor constant-ratetests conducted

under leaky aquifer conditions" the Hantush and Jacob (1955) solution for
which confining layer storagedoes not contributea significantpercentageof
ground water flow to the aquifer, and the Hantush (1960) solutionthat
includes confining layer storage effects. Both techniquesretain the assumptions reported for the nonleaky case, with these additionalassumptions"
I. There is no drawdown within adjacent aquifers during pumping.
2. Ground-waterflow is horizontalin the pumped aquifer and vertical
in the adjoiningconfining layers.
In addition to these two general solutions,it should also be noted that
Neuman an_ Witherspoon(1972) provide a special test case analysis method for
constant-ratetests conducted in leaky aquifer systems when drawdown data are
availablefor both the pumped aquifer and adjacent confininglayers. However,
because hydraulic tests rarely have the benefit of such well deployment (i.e.,
except for tests specificallydesigned for the purpose of determiningconfining layer vertical hydraulic conductivity),their test analysismethod will
not be discussed in this report. For tests of this nature,the reader is
referred to their paper, which contains an actual field test application.
"

3.2.1 Leakr Conditionswith Confininq_LayerStoraqe
Drawdown for constant-ratetests conducted in leaky confined aquifers
exhibitingsignificantconfining layer storage is defined by Hantush (1964)
as"
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s = Q H(u,JS)
4_T

(3.13)

where B : r [K'S'/_'TS)
I/2+ (K"S"/b"TS)I/2]/4

(3.14)

K = hydraulicconductivityof the overlying (') and
underlying (") confininglayers [L/T]
S = storativiLyof the overlying (') and underlying(")
confining layers [dimensionless]
b = thickness of the overlying (') and underlying (")
confining layers [LI.
Figure 3.5 shows dimensionlessdrawdown,H(u,B), versus dimensionless
type curves for leaky confined aquiferswith confininglayer storage
for selectedFSvalues listed in Hantush (1964). As indicatedin the figure,

time

(tD)

the Theis curve represen'cs
the specialconditionwhere B = O.

lt should be

noted that when B = O, dimensionlessdrawdown is equivalentto twice the
dimensionlesspressure,PP' which is defined in Equation (3.4).
The B type curves shown in Figure 3.5 are valid for test times (t) where
t < (b'S'/10K') + (b"S"/!OK"). As an assessmentof this equation's range of
application,if it is assumedthat the thicknessof the confininglayers is
10 m, with a storativityof i0-3 and a vertical hydraulicconductivityof
I x 10.5m/d, then Equation (3.13) would be applicablefor a test period of
50 d. A more in-depthdiscussionconcerningthe inherent assumptionsof this
analysismethod, and applicaLleequationsfor analyzinglate-timedata analysis for which Equation (3.1.3)is not valid, is provided in Neuman and
Witherspoon(1969),Reed (1980),and Molz et al. (1990).
As noted previouslyby Reed (1980),there is considerableuncertainty in
selectin_the correct B type curve for test analysis, becausethey are represented by a family of type curves whose shapes change only gradually with B.
This uncertainty,ho,_ever,is significantlyreduced when the drawdown derivative curves are used simultaneouslyin the curve matching. As indicated in
Figure3.(5,the derivativecurves calculatedfor the B type curve values
(Figure3.5), exhibit significantlygreatervariability in their overall
shape. As also indicatedin Figure 3.6, the leaky aquifer derivatives
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In the hydrologicalsciences, Equation (3.15) is commonly referred to as
the "r/B solution"method, with parameter B referred to as the "leakage factor." Weeks (1978) states that the equation is applicablefor test times
given by t > (5 b'S')/K',where S' is the storativityof the confining layer.
This time constraint indicatesthat this solutionmethod is applicable for
test conditionsbounded by relativelythin confining layers of high hydraulic
diffusivity(K'/S'). As an example of the equation'srange of application,
for a confining layer thicknessof 3 m, storativityof I0"s, and a vertical
hydraulicconductivityof I x 10.4m/d, the r/B solution [Equation (3.15)]
would be applicableafter a test period of 0.1 d.

lt should also be noted,

however,that Neuman and Witherspoon (1969) indicatedthat the cited equation
of applicabilityis too restrictive,and that the "r/B solution"method provides reasonableresults over a greater range than originally indicated.
Dimensionlessdrawdown,W(u,r/B), and drawdown derivativetype curves
for leaky confined aquifer conditionswithout significantconfining layer
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storage are shown in Figure 3.7. As indicatedin the figure, the Theis curve
and Theis derivativerepresent the specialconditionwhere r/B = O. Unlike
derivativecurves developed for leaky aquiferconditionswhere confining layer
storage is important,derivativecurves developed for leaky aquifer conditions
where confininglayer storag'eis not significantdisplay more diversity in
curve shape and size. The differencein derivativecurve shape greatly facil"

itates the selectionof the correct r/B curve; particularlywhen used in combination with the associateddrawdowncurves. The uniquenessof combined

.

drawdown and drawdown derivativecurves for selected r/B values is shown in
Figure 3.7.
Leaky confined aquifer derivativeplots shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7
that are coincidentwith the Theis derivativeindicate restrictedconditions
for which nonleaky confined aquifermethods can be applied. As indicated in
the figures, for early dimensionlesstimes, nonleaky confined aquifer methods
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FIGURE 3.8. DimensionlessTime-DrawdownType Curves for Constant-Rate
DischargeTests in UnconfinedAquifers for o- 10-3

where Ko is ratio of vertical to horizontalhydraulicconductivity,Kv/Kh
[dimensionless],and b is aquifer thickness [L].
Because of the variabilityof the parametero, a universalset of
diagnostic log-log type curves and associatedderivativescannot be developed
that describe complete unconfinedaquifer test response during constant-rate
testing. Drawdown derivativecurves can be developed,however, that describe
the first and second segments and second and third segments of the unconfined
aquifer flow response, using the W(uA, 6) and W(uB, 6) type-curverelationships presented in Neuman (1975). Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show dimensionless
drawdown type-curvepatterns for the first and second segments (Neuman type
A curves) and the second and third segments (Neumantype B curves) of
unconfinedaquifer test response behavior. Their associateddrawdown
derivative type curves are presented in Figures3.11 and 3.12, respectively.
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FIGURE 3.9. DimensionlessDrawdown Type Curves for Constant-RateDischarge
Tests Unconfined Aquifer Delayed-Yield
(Neuman) Type A Curves
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FIGURE3.11.. DimensionlessDrawdown DerivativeType Curves for ConstantRate Discharge Tests Unconfined Aquifer Delayed-Yield
(Neuman) Type A Curves
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The dimensionlesstime parameters(ts and ty) shown in the figures are
variants of the general dimensionlesstime parameter [tD Equation (3.5)], and
are defined as"

ts = (T t)/(r2 S)

(3.18)

ty = (T t)/(r2 Sy)

(3.19)

The dimensionlessdrawdown, sD, is defined as:
4_TAh
sD -

Q

(3.20)

Figures3.9 and 3.11 show an overalldegree of similaritybetween individual Neuman type A dimensionlessdrawdown type curves and individualdrawdown derivatives. However, when used in combination,a distinctivetype-curve
and derivativepattern is indicated,which greatly facilitatesthe selection
of the correct beta curve value that is'used in matching the combined observed
test data and data derivative.
Once the best beta curve match has been obtained by using the combined
type curve and derivativematch approach,associatedmatch points for time and
dimensionlesstime (ts for type A curves and ty for type B curves) and drawdown and dimensionlessdrawdown (SD)are obtained. The match-pointvalues for
drawdown and dimensionlessdrawdown are used in Equation (3.20) to obtain an
estimate for transmissivity. The calculatedtransmissivityestimate is then
used with the match point values for time and dimensionlesstime in the appropriate dimensionlesstime equation [i.e., Equation (3.18) or (3.19)]to
provide an estimate for either S or Sy. An estimate for the vertical hydraulic conductivityanisotropyratio (KD)can also be obtained using the value
for beta obtainedfrom the type curve/ derivativematch in the relationship
presented in Equation (3.17). An estimate for vertical hydraulicconductivity
(Kv) can also be obtained from the calculatedKD value if the aquifer thickness is known (note: Kh = T/b).
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FACTORSAFFECTINGHYDRAULICTEST ANALYSIS

As mentioned previously,standard log-log and semi-log analysis methods
used in the interpretationof constant-ratedischargetests depend on assumed
Theisian well/formationconditionssuch as a homogeneous,isotropicaquifer of
infinitelateral extent; fully penetrating/communicative
wells possessing
infinitesimallysmall borehole volumes; and radial flow conditions, lt is
importantthat when these conditionsand assumptionsare not met, the sig.

nificance on constant-ratedischargetest responsebe understood.
This section examines the effects of selected factors that commonly
influencethe performanceof constant-ratedischargetests. The selected factors are grouped into three categories: factors that pertain to well constructionconditions,factorsthat relate to formationheterogeneities,and
extraneousstresses.
4.1 WELL CONSTRUCTIONCONDITIONS
Well constructionconditionscan influencethe performanceof constantrate dischargetests in several ways. As noted earlier, the analytical
methods based on type-curvematching and straight-lineanalysis assume that
the wellbore volume does not contributewater during the course of the test
(i.e., no wellbore storage);the well is in completecommunicationwith the
test formation,with no significantwell friction losses during testing (i.e.,
no well damage); and the pumping and observationwells fully penetrate the
aquifer. The fact that these conditionscommonlydo not occur during field
tests necessitatesan examinationof their impact on the previouslydiscussed
type-curveand straight-lineanalysis methods.
4.1.1 Wellbore Storaqe
The changing water level in a finite volume wellbore during a constantrate test implies that a certain percentageof the ground water produced will
come from this source and not from the formation. Papadopulosand Cooper
(1967) and Agarwal et al. (1969) indicatedthat during the early stages of a
constant-ratetest within a confined aquifer, wellbore storage will cause a
departure in drawdown from that predictedby the Theis equation. The effect
4.1

of wellbore storage is the characteristicunit slope that is evident on a loglog plot of drawdown data versus time. The duration of the wellbore storage
is a function of the ratio of wellbore storage to formationstorativityand
the transmissivityof the aquifer. Earlougher(1977) states that as a "rule
of thumb" the time after which wellbore storage is no longer importantand
standard semi-log analysis methods are applicableusuallyoccurs about I to 1½
log cycles in time after the log-logdata plot starts to deviate significantly
from the unit slope. The time can be estimated from a modificationof a relationship presented in Earlougher(1977) that indicatesthe establishmentof
radial flow conditions in an infinite,homogeneous,confined aquifer for
dimensionlesstimes, tD _> 60C D. Substitutingthis relationshipin Equation (3.5) and combining it with Equation (3.10) provides a time estimate for
the establishmentof radial flow of t _>30 rc2/T. This is similar to the
radial flow time criterion of t _>25 rcZ/Treported in Weeks (1978).
As indicatedpreviously in Figure 3.3, the dimensionlesspressure derivative exhibits a distinct "hump" pattern for wellbore storage_dominatedflow,
which declines with time, becoming asymptoticwith the horizontalline value
(PD' = 0.5), which indicatesestablishmentof radial flow conditions. As Figure 3.3 shows, wellbore storage prolongs the time required for radial flow
conditionsto be established. The effects of wellbore storagewithin the
pumped well (i.e., no observationwel'istorage) also dissipatewith distance.
Figure 4.1 shows that for the example examined,wellbore storage effects are
still evident for distances greater than 100 wellbore diameters. However, the
effects dissipate by a tD/CD value of about 60, as noted previously.
Constant-ratedischarge test data influencedby wellbore storage can be
analyzed using type-curve and derivativeplots presentedby Bourdet et al.
(1983a, 1983b) or by generatingtype curves with the TYPCURV program described
by Novakowski (1990). Correspondingderivativeresponsescan then be produced
using the program DERIV presented in Spane and Wurstner (1992). lt should be
noted that formationhydraulic propertiescannot be determinedfrom constantrate test data that display purely wellbore storageeffects, i.e., pressure
drawdown data plotting as a unit slope and having data derivativesplotting on
the rising limb of the derivative "hump"). Hydraulic propertiescan be
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FIGURE 4.1. Effects of Wellbore Storage During Constant-RateDischargeTests
for Selected Radial Distances

estimatedusing type-curveand derivativematching techniquesprior to the
establishmentof radial flow conditions,if sufficienttest data are available
to describe the wellbore storage hump and declining limb region of the data
derivative.
There are currentlyno unconfinedaquifer type curves availablethat
take observationwell wellbore storage effects into account. However,
wellbore storage influencewould be expected to be limited to the early stages
of the unconfinedaquifer response (i.e., the first segment of unconfined
aquifer flow), and therefore only affect unconfinedaquifer test analysis
using Neuman type A curves and derivatives (Figures3.9 and 3.11). The test
•

analysis procedureoutlined in Section 3.3.1 using Neuman type B curves and
derivativesshould apply even if wellbore storage effects are manifest during
the early stages of the test.

4.3

Wellbore storage effectsdo not influencethe results of semi-log
straight-linemethods because these techniquesare restrictedto the analysis
of test data exhibitingradial flow conditions. However, wellbore storage
does cause a delay in the establishmentof radial flow conditionsfor which
straight-lineanalysis may be applied.
4.1.2 Wellbore Damaqe
!

Physical aspects of well constructionand completioncan reduce the
efficiencyof the well for ground-waterextractionduring a constant-rate
test. In particular,drilling can cause a zone of lower permeabilityto
develop within the formationaround the well due to the invasion of drilling
fluids containingsuspendedsolids (e.g., rock cuttings). Poor well completion practices,such as improperwell screen design and incompletewell
development,can also contributeto ground-waterextractioninefficiencies.
In the petroleum industry,factors contributingto well inefficiencyor
wellbore damage are combined and referred to as "skin effect" or "skin factor"
(Ramey 1982). The skin effect (Sk)causes an additionalpressure drawdown to
be added to the flow equationsgoverning ground-waterflow to the pumped well
during constant-ratetesting. If the zone of damage is envisionedas being
restrictedto the wellbore surface, the skin effect is referred to as the
infinitesimalthickness case. If the zone of damage extends a measurabledistance into the surroundingformation,a finite thicknessskin model is used in
the test analysis. Figure 4.2 shows dimensionlesspressure and dimensionless
pressure derivativecurves reported by Bourdet et al. (1983a) that describe
drawdown behavior at the pumpingwell in the presence of an infinitesimal
thickness skin. Tiledifferencebetween these curves and the curves presented
in Figure 3.3 for wellbore storage is the added skin effect. For this situation, CD is replaced in Equation (3.10) by the term CDe2sk• AS indicatedin
Figure 4.2, the skin effect tends to heighten the effects of wellbore storage
and tends to extend the time required to reach radial flow conditions. No
universal dimensionlesspressure and dimensionlesspressurederivatives are
available for the case of a finite thickness skin. This is because a set of
type curves and derivativesmust be generated for each skin thickness. For

4.4

these situations,type curves and derivativescan be generated using the
TYPCURV (Novakowski19g0) and DERIV (Spane and Wurstner 1992) computer programs previouslydescribed•
Because the skin effect tends to magnify wellbore storage effects within
the pumped weil,the discussion presentedin Section 4.1 for the impact of
wellbore storageon well test analysis is also appropriatefor the analysis of
constant-ratetest data in the presence of skin. The only difference is that
.

dimensionlesspressure and derivativecurves used in the type-curvematching
procedureare either as shown in Figure 4.2--for the infinitesimalskin thickness case--orgeneratedcurves and derivativesfor the finite thickness skin

•

case. In either situation,semi-log,straight-lineanalysis is not affected
by the presenceof skin, provided that only test data indicativeof radial
flow conditionsare analyzed.
As a point of interest,the effectsof wellbore damage and well inefficiency can be quantifiedutilizing step-drawdowntesting. Drawdown caused by

4.5

well losses as determinedfrom step-drawdowntesting can then be subtracted
from the observed drawdown test data obtained during constant=ratetesting for
the particularconstant dischargerate. The correcteddrawdown data can then
be analyzed with the previouslydescribedtest methods. The design and analysis of step-drawdowntesting are not discussed in this report. The reader is
referred to Rorabaugh (1953) and Lennox (1966)for a detailed discussionconcerning the step-drawdowntest method.
4.1.3 Partial PQnetration
Partial penetrationof the aquifer by the pumped well causes distortion
of the radial flow/equipotentialpattern that would normally develop during
testing within a homogeneous,isotropicaquifer surroundinga fully penetrating stress weil. To illustrateits effect, Figure 4.3 shows the areal deviation in drawdown equipotentiallines and flow lines that develop during a
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FIGURE 4.3. Effects of a PartiallyPenetratingPumpingWell Completed in
the Lower 30"/.of a Confined Aquifer (adapted from Weeks 1969)
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Equation (4.1) is valid for test times after which partialpenetration is constant, which is reported by Reed (1980) for times t > (b S)/2Kv. The dimen.

sionless partial penetrationfactor, f(s),can be determinedfrom tables
presented in Weeks (1969) for pumping and observationwell penetrationrelationships or calculateddirectly with availablecomputer programs that are
based on equationspresented in Hantush (1961), such as Reed (1980) and Walton
(1987).
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Because there are many various pumping and observationwell configurations, a universal set of Partial penetrationcorrectiontypes cannot be
developed. Figure 4.4, however, shows the magnitude of correctionfor a
pumpingwell screened over the aquifer depth interval from O.6b to O.9b for
various piezometerdepths. As indicatedin the figure, additionaldrawdown
due to partial penetrationoccurs for piezometerdepths near the screened
i

interval. Also shown in the figure is the verificationthat partial penetration effects are completelydissipatedat distances of 1.5 times the aquifer
thickness.
The procedurespresented in Weeks (1969) are strictly applicablefor
confined aquifer conditions. These partial penetrationprocedurescan, however, be applied for unconfinedaquifer conditionsprovided that unconfined
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aquifer drawdown follows Theisian flow theory• As discussed previously (Section 3.3•I), this can occur in early- or late-time,during the first and third
segments of unconfinedaquifer flow. A better means of describingthe effects
of partial penetrationon complete unconfinedaquifer response behavior can be
evaluated using equationsand type-curvefigures presented in Neuman (1972,
1973, 1974, and 1975). Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show predictedunconfinedaquifer
•

response at various piezometerdepths (zD = z/b) for a fully penetrating
pumping well and for a pumping well that penetratesthe bottom 30% of the
aquifer. The radial distance to the piezometerdepths shown is equal to the
aquifer thickness, i.e., r = b. The figures were generated using the computer
program DELAY2, which is described in Neuman (1975).
Figure 4.5 shows the considerabledifferenceexhibited in unconfined
aquifer response at various depths of observation,for the case of a fully
penetratingpumping weil. As indicated,the piezometerdepth that coincides

•
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with the water-tablesurface (i.e., zD = 1.0) shows a significantdelay and
deviation from that predicted by the Theis solution,thereby illustratingthe
term "delayed-yield"that characterizesunconfinedaquifer flow. Figure 4.6
shows a comparisonof drawdowns for a fully penetratingpumping well and a
pumping well that penetratesonly the lower 30% of the aquifer at selected
piezometerdepths. As indicated,greater drawdowns are exhibited at all
piezometerdepths for the partially penetratingpumping well case. As
reported by Neuman (1974) and illustratedin Figure 4.6, the effects of partial penetration in an isotropicaquifer diminish with time and become coincident with the Theis equation at a dimensionlesstime value, ty_> 10 (i.e., ts
_>1000 for o = 10"2) for all radial distances exceeding r/b = i. In addition,
Neuman (1974) states that the effects of partial penetrationat the pumping
well can be minimized by using fully penetratingobservationwells, rather
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than piezometers. For these situations,pumping well partial penetration
effects can be neglected at fully penetratingobservationwells for all radial
distances exceeding r/b = I and dimensionlesstimes ty > I (Neuman1974).
In summary, partial penetrationeffects can be fully accountedfor by
generatingtime/drawdown,type curve responses for the specific partial penetration depths and observationwell distance/depthrelationshipsusing the
computer programDELAY2. Alternatively,late-timedata analyses can be performed using previouslydiscussed unconfinedand confined aquifer analytical
'

techniquesfor test data that follow Theisian flow behavior. For piezometers
and fully penetratingobservationwells at radial distancesexceeding r/b : I,
the times required for establishingTheisian flow conditions are ty _ 10 and
1, respectively.
4.2 FORMATION CONDITIONS
The previousdiscussions assume that the tested aquifer is homogeneous,
isotropic,and infinite in lateral extent. In this section, the effects of
aquifer heterogeneity,specificallyvertical anisotropy(KD = Kv/Kh),and the
effects of lateral discontinuities(i.e., impermeableboundaries)are examined. lt is not the intent of this discussionto present test methods
designed for determiningvertical anisotropyor for determiningthe location
of lateraldiscontinuities,but rather to examine their effect on constantrate discharge test response.
4.2.1 Anisotropy
Anisotropy refers to the differencein directionalhydraulicconductivity within the tested aquifer. Because of the stratificationthat is
present to some degree in most sediments,vertical anisotropy (KD)would be

•

expected to influencetest results obtainedwithin sedimentaryaquifers. In
most cases, the vertical hydraulic conductivitywithin an aquifer is significantly lower than its horizontalcounterpart(i.e., Kv _ 10-1Kh
)•
Low vertical anisotropyratios accentuateradial flow conditionswithin
the aquifer during testing by decreasingflow in the vertical direction. This
is particularlysignificantfor partiallypenetratingwells. Weeks (1969)
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states that vertical anisotropytends to amplify the drawdown deviations
caused by partial penetrationwithin confined aquifers. The amplificationof
partial penetrationeffects caused by vertical anisotropycan be used as a
means for estimatingthe KD. Weeks (1969) presents three methods based on
solutions presented in Hantush (1964),which can be used to estimate the vertical anisotropy,provided that the pumping well partiallypenetratesthe
aquifer and data for multiple observationwells or piezometersare available.
The reader should consult Weeks (1969) for a discussionof each method.
o

As a simple means of visualizingthe effect of vertical anisotropy,
Hantush (1964) reports that at a given distance (r) from a partially penetrating stress weil, the effects of anisotropywould be the same as those at
the distance r(Kv/Kh)
I/2within an equivalentisotropicaquifer. The effects
of vertical anisotropy,then, can be accounted for in analyzingconfined aquifer tests by substitutingthis relationshipfor r within equationsused for
calculatingdrawdown in confined aquifers [e.g., Equation (3.3)],provided
that the ratio of vertical to horizontalconductivityis known or can be estimated independentlyfor the test formation.
For unconfinedaquifers, Neuman (1972) reports that where the vertical
anisotropy ratio (KD) is less than I, the effects of elastic storage and
delayed yield (i.e., gravity drainage, as discussed in Section 3.3) are
enhanced during the aquifer test. This was shown previouslyin Figure 3.8,
where the lower beta curve values [note Equation (3.17)" beta = KD (r2/b2)],
lie closely to the early Theis (ts)elastic response.
For the analysis of anisotropicunconfinedaquifer tests, the type-curve
procedure should be followed,as outlined previouslyin Section 3.3.1. The
procedure permits the calculationof the vertical anisotropyratio (KD)based
on Equation (3.17), and the type-curvematch beta value. An estimate for KV
can also be obtained if the aquifer thickness is known (note" Kh = T/b).
4.2.2 HydroloqicBoundaries
The previous discussionsassume that the tested aquifer extends an infinite distance,which allows the area of significantdrawdown or "cone of
depression" to expand continuallywith time away from the pumping well during
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a constant-ratedischargetest. If, during the course of the test, the cone
of depression interceptsa hydrologicboundary, i.e., recharge boundary
(constant-head)or dischargeboundary (no-flow),then drawdown at the pumped
well and other points of observationwill be affected. For a recharge boundary, drawdown will become constant (i.e., no change with time), while a discharge boundarywill cause increaseddrawdown to occur. On standard log-log
plots of pressure drawdown versus time, the presence of boundariesis difficult to discern because the impact of boundaries(unless in close proximity to
•

the pumpingwell or point of observation)will normally produce a small departure from the homogeneousformationcase.
For standard semi-log analysis plots of drawdown versus time, the presence of a recharge boundary eventuallyproduces a horizontalline, while a
discharge boundary causes a doubling of slope. While the effects of boundaries are more diagnosticon semi-log plots than on log-log plots because
multiple straight-linesections commonly occur, it may be difficult to discern
the straight-linesectionwithin the drawdown data that actually reflects only
test formationproperties. As discussedpreviouslyin Section 3.0, the section of drawdown data that representsonly test formation propertiesoccurs
when radial flow conditionshave been establishedduring testing and before
any boundary effects become significant.
The ambiguity in determiningwhen radial conditionsare establishedand
whether a hydrologicboundaryhas been interceptedduring testing is largely
removed by using pressure derivatives. As indicatedpreviouslyin Figure 3.4,
hydrologicboundariesexhibit distinct diagnosticpressure derivativepatterns. Recharge (i.e., constant head) boundariesare characterizedby a pressure derivativepattern that drops steeplytowards zero with time, while
discharge (i.e., no-flow) boundariesare representedby an initial increase

"

and then stabilizationpattern that stabilizesat a derivativevalue that is
double the indicatedradial flow conditionvalue (i.e., PD' = 1.0 versus 0.5).
To illustratethe use of pressure derivativeanalysis for recognizing
impermeableboundaries,Figure 4.7 shows the simulated impact of an impermeable boundary on the drawdown response at a fully penetratingpumping well
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Effect of an Impermeable Boundary During Constant-Rate
for DimensionlessDistancesof rD - 750 and 7500

Testing

within a confined aquifer. Responseswere simulatedfor impermeableboundaries located at two differentdimensionlessdistances (rD = ro/rW) from the
pumping weil. The figure was developed by superimposingthe effect of an
image weil, which was placed twice the distance from the selected dimensionless radial distances (rD) of 750 and 7500. The dimensionlesspressure
response was obtained by summing the effects of the pumping well and the image
weil, which were calculatedindividuallyusing a modified version of the
TYPCURV program, as originallydescribed in Novako_ski (1990). The dimensionless pressure derivativewas calculatedusing the dimensionlesspressure data
as input to the DERIV program described in Spane and Wurstner (1992).
As indicated in Figure 4.7, the diagnosticlog-log plot of the pressure
derivatives clearly shows the presence of wellbore storage (CD = 12,500)during the early test period (i.e., prior to tD = 3 X 105). This is also indicated by the unit slope on the dimensionlesspressure plot. The presence of
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the impermeableboundary is not easily recognizedon the dimensionlesspressure plot, but exhibits a distinct departureon the drawdown derivativebeginning at a dimensionlesstest time of approximately4 x 105 for a dimensionless
boundary distance of 750 and at approximately2 x 107 for a dimensionless
boundary distance of 7500.
Diagnosticlog-log analysis of the simulatedtest examples indicates
that radial flow conditionswere not attainedprior to the establishmentof
significantboundary effects for the case where the boundary is located at a
'

rD : 750. The use of semi-log,straight-lineanalysis is, therefore,not
valid and the force fittingof a straight line to various sections of the test
data would provide inaccuratehydraulicpropertyestimates.
For the test example where the boundary is located at a greater radial
distance (i.e., rD = 7500), radial flow conditionswere established,starting
at a dimensionlesstest time of approximately2 x 106. This is prior to the
time that significantboundary effects are manifest. Semi-log,straight-line
analysis of the delineatedradial flow region,(i.e., tD = from 2 x 106 to 2 x
107) is therefore valid and will provide an accurateestimate of the test
formationhydraulic properties.
4.3

EXTERNAL STRESS FACTORS
External aquifer stress factorscan adverselyaffect the conduct and

analysis of constant-ratedischargetests. Conditionsthat increase the
influenceof external stress factors are tests conductedat low stress (i.e.,
drawdown) levels, tests conducted in aquifers possessinghigh transmissivities, wells located in close proximity to fluctuatingsurface-waterbodies
(i.e., rivers), and aquifers having high rigidity (i.e., high compressive
o

strength). In this section,external stress factors that are relatively
systematicwill be examined, such as barometricand river-stagefluctuations.
Other systematicstresses such as ocean tide and earth tide variationsare not
discussed. Correctionsfor these factors, however,would be similarto those
discussed for barometricand river-stageeffects.
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4.3.1 BarometricFluctuation
Barometricfluctuationeffects refer to the change in formationpressure
associatedwith changes in atmosphericpressure. Although barometricfluctuations representan areal, blanket stress applied to the aquifer, the magnitude
of formationpressure change at any particularlocality is a function of the
degree of aquifer confinement,rigidity of the aquifer matrix, and the specific weight of ground water.
For constant-ratetests conducted in semi-confinedto confined aquifers,
hydraulictest results can be correctedfor the effects of barometricfluctuations using the method described by Clark (1967) for determinationof barometric efficiency. The removal of barometriceffects would be expected to be
most importantfor hydraulictests of long duration (e.g., pumping tests)
and/or tests with expected low hydraulicresponses (e.g., slug interference
tests). Briefly stated, the removal of barometricfluctuationsrequires the
following stepsI.

collectionof test site atmosphericpressure values and associated
aquifer formationpressure values for a pre- or post-testperiod,
during which no other extraneousstresses are imposed on the
aquifer

2. determinationof the barometricefficiency(BE) for each well site
followingthe procedure outlined in Clark (1967)
3.

removalof barometricinduced changes from the measured test
response.

The barometricefficiencyof an open well/aquifersystem was first defined by
Jacob (1940) as"

BE = -T--ft
(ahJAPo)

(4.2)

where _fc = average specific weight of the fluid column in the well [F/La]
_hs = change in elevation of the fluid column in the well associated
with atmospheric
pressure
change [L]
APo = change in atmosphericpressure [F/L2].
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the observed period.
pressure

pressure

is adde_ to

is recorded.

Once the barometricefficiencyvalue is determinedfor an individual
weil, the effects of barometricpressure change during the course of the test
can be corrected by removing the associatedcalculatedwater-levelor formation pressure response from the test record using Equations (4.2), (4.3), or
(4.4) and solving for either _hs or APf. An example of the beneficialremoval
of barometricpressure effects from low-levelstress slug interferencetests
conducted on the Hanford Site is provided in Spane (1992a).
4.3.2 River-Stage Fluctuation
River-stagefluctuationeffects refer to changes in formation pressure
associatedwith changes in nearby river-stageelevation. Unlike barometric
fluctuations,the stress effects of river-stagefluctuationsare not spatially
uniform or applied instantaneouslyto the entire aquifer. As discussed in
Ferris et al. (1962),the magnitude of formationpressure change at any particular locality is primarilya function of the distance from the river, the
hydraulicdiffusivityof the interveningaquifermaterials (i.e., from the
point of observationto the river), and the nature of the aquifer contact with
the river (i.e., direct hydrauliccommunicationor loading model).
At the Hanford Site, it has been noted previouslythat Columbia Riverstage fluctuationsexert a discernibleeffect on water-levelresponseswithin
the unconfinedaquifer for distances up to approximately1 I/2 to 2 miles from
the river on the Hanford Site (Newcombet al. 1972). A number of recent studies have examined the magnitudeof well responsesand time lags associated
with river-stage fluctuationson the Hanford Site (e.g., Gilmore et al. 1990,
1992).
The effects of river-stagefluctuationcan be removed using the procedure previouslyoutlined for removing barometricfluctuation. The well data
records must first be shifted to account for the time-lag exhibited between
the well water-level data and river-stagefluctuations. A descriptionof the
statisticalprocedure used in determiningthe time-lag for a well is provided
in GilmoYe et al. (1992). For the removal of river-stageeffects, the apparent tidal efficiency (TEa)is calculated for each well by replacingthe BE in
Equations (4.2) and (4.4)with TEa. As for barometricfluctuations,riverstage effects are expected to be more importantfor hydraulic tests of long
4.18

duration (e.g., pumping tests) and/or tests with expected low hydraulic
responses (e.g., slug interferencetests). These effects, however,would only
be observed at test sites locatedwithin several miles from the river.
4.3.3 ExtraneousStress Removal
To demonstratethe removal of barometricpressure and river-stage
a

effects from well water-levelrecords,data obtained during June 1992 at well
699-15-E13 (DB-2) on the Hanford Site were examined. Well DB-2 is completed

•

in a confined aquifer and located approximately0.5 miles from the Columbia
River. Figure 4.8(a) presents the visual correlationof river-stagefluctuation and water-levelresponseswithin well DB-2. Note that the well waterlevel scale used in the figure is exaggeratedby a factor of 3 (i.e., I m
versus 3 m) in comparisonto the river stage, to enhance the visual correlation. The apparenttidal efficiency(TEa)from the well hydrographrecord was
calculatedfollowingthe procedureoutlined in Section 4.3.2, and the riverstage effects were removed, based on the calculatedapparenttidal efficiency
and the observed river-stageelevations.
Figure 4.8(b) shows the correlationof atmosphericpressure readings (as
recorded at the Hanford MeteorologicalStation) and well DB-2 water levels
that have been correctedfor river-stagefluctuations. As shown, a clear
associationwith atmosphericpressure readings is indicatedwithin the corrected well hydrographrecord. This association is, however, not readily
apparent in the uncorrectedwell record (Figure 4.8a) due to the significant
effect of river-stagefluctuations.
The BE for well DB-2 was calculatedfollowing the procedureoutlined in
Section 4.3.1, and the effects of barometricpressure fluctuationswere
removed from well DB-2 water-leveldata based on the calculatedBE and the
observed barometricpressure record. Figure 4.9 shows the comparisonof the
uncorrectedand totally corrected (i.e., for river-stageand atmosphericpres-

"

sure fluctuations)water-level record at well DB-2. As indicated,extraneous
stress effects have been effectivelyremoved.
The results of this test example demonstratethat the effects of extraneous stresses can be removed from constant-ratedischargetest data records
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This is particularlyimportantfor tests conducted at sites located in close
proximity to the river (i.e., up to several miles away), for aquifers possessing high transmissivitiesand/or for tests that impose only small hydraulic
stresses on the test formation, lt should also be noted that the extraneous
stress removal techniquesdemonstratedin Figures 4.8 and 4.9 can be used
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directly in estimatingareal hydraulicdiffusivitysurroundingthe monitored
well (see Jacob 1950; Ferris 1962; Gilmore et al. 1992 for a discussion of
these analysis techniques).
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5.0 TEST DATA ANALYSIS

Results from three constant-ratetest examples are provided to demonstrate the analysis proceduresand use of pressure derivativesdiscussed in
this report. The three constant-ratetests are taken from well-knowntest
examples previouslyreported in the literature. The tests examined include
.

two confined aquifer and one unconfinedaquifer test.
The general analysis procedureincludes constructionof an initial,
diagnosticlog-log drawdown and drawdown derivativeplot for the purpose of
identifyingaquifer response characteristics(i.e., homogeneousversus
heterogeneousformation response)and for identifyingthe establishmentof
radial flow regions within the test data. The identifiedradial flow region
is then analyzed using semi-log,straight-lineanalysis methods. After semilog, straight-lineanalysis is completed,additionalcorroborationin hydraulic property estimates is obtained through appropriatetype-curvematching
solutions,i.e., nonleaky confined aquifer (Theis 1935), leaky confined aquifer (Hantush and Jacob 1955; Hantush 1960), and unconfinedaquifer (Neuman
1975).
5.1 CONFINED AQUIFER EXAMPLES
Two test examples are provided that illustratethe analysis of nonleaky
confined aquifer tests and the analysisof leaky confined aquifer tests with
confininglayer storage.
5.1.1 Nonleaky Test Example
For this test example, time/drawdowndata from a fully penetrating
observationwell were examined for a constant-ratedischarge test conducted

,

within an infinite,nonleaky confined aquifer. The test example is presented
to demonstratethe determinationof radial flow conditionswithin a test data

,

set that displays test "noise" typicallyencounteredin many field test situations. The observationwell test data are for Well I, Gridley, Illinois,as
listed in Walton (1962 and 1987). Pertinenttest informationincludes:

5.1

discharge rate = 832.8 L/min (220 gpm)
distance from pumping well = 251.2 m (824 ft)
and reported analysis results are:
transmissivity- 125.4 m2/d (1350 ft2/d)
storativity= 2 x I0"s.
Figure 5.1 shows the diagnosticlog-log plot of the drawdown and drawdown derivative calculatedusing the DERIV program (Spane and Wurstner 1992).
The figure indicatesthat radial flow conditionswere establishedafter a test
time of approximately70 min.

Figure 5.2 shows the semi-log,straight -line

analysis for data in the identifiedradial flow section of the test (i.e.,
t > 70 min), which yields hydraulic property estimates of transmissivity=
128.8 m2/d, and storativity= 1.83 x I0"s. This compares favorablywith the
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previouslyreported values. For corroboration,the Theis curve and Theis
derivativecurve responsesfor these hydraulicproperty and distance relationships are shown superimposedon the test data in Figure 5.1. As indicated,a
good match between test data and type curves was obtained.
5.1.2 LeakY Test Example
For this test example, time/drawdowndata from a fully penetrating
observationwell were examined for a constant-ratedischarge test conducted
within an infinite,leaky confined aquiferwith significantconfining layer
J

storage. The test example is presented to demonstratethe use of pressure
derivatives in selectingthe correct leaky aquiferwith confininglayer stor'

age type curve (i.e., H(u,B) type curves presented in Hantush 1960, 1964) for
test analysis. As indicatedin LJhman (1972), "...thoroughknowledgeof the
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geology, including the character of the confiningbeds should indicate in
advancewhich of the two leaky-aquifertype curves to use, or whether to use
the Theis type curve for nonleaky aquifers."
As indicated in Section 3.2, the pressure derivativesfor the two types
of leaky aquifer conditionsdisplay significantlydifferent patterns,and
therefore,should be readily distinguishedby diagnosticlog-log analysis.
The differencebetween some of the leaky aquifer (with storage) pressure
derivativetype curves and the nonleaky (i.e., Theis) derivativetype curve
may be less obvious. However, when combined with pressure drawdown type
curves, the pressure derivativecurves provide a means of distinguishingthe
correct leaky aquifer type-curvematch. This is because of differencesin the
intersectionrelationshipsfor the correspondingpressure drawdown and drawdown derivatives.
For this test example, observationwell test data are analyzed for Well
23S/25E-17Q2,at Pixley, California,as listed in Lohman (1972). Pertinent
test informationincludes'
discharge rate = 2839.1L/min (750 gpm)
distance from pumpingwell = 426.7 m (1400 ft)
and reported analysis results are"
transmissivity= 201.6 m2/d (2170 ft2/d)
storativity= 3.9 x I0-s
Figure 5.3 shows the diagnosticlog-log plot of the drawdown and drawdown derivativecalculatedusing the DERIV program (Spane and Wurstner 1992).
The figure indicatesa pattern that "resembles"a Theis derivativecurve in
general appearance. When combined with pressure drawdown data, however, the
drawdown data and data derivativecurves display a diagnosticpattern that
cannot be matched with a combined Theis and Theis derivativetype curve.
Lohman (1972) states that attempts to force fit either early- or late-time
data with the Theis curve gave estimates for transmissivitythat ranged
between 5 to 20 times the cited correct value (i.e., 200 m2/d), and apparent
values for storativityfrom 17 to 25 times those reported for the aquifer.
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Because the test data and data derivativeplots do not indicate
infinite-acting,radial flow conditions,semi-log,straight-lineanalysis is
not possible for this test example. To facilitatethe analysis of the test
data, derivativetype curves were calculatedfrom type curves listed for
selectedB values (e.g., Hantush 1964) using the DERIV program (see
Figure 3.6). The test data and data derivativeswere then matched with the
log-log dimensionlessdrawdown and dimensionlessderivativecurves. As
indicatedin Figure 5.3, the drawdown data and data derivativesare closely
matched over their entirety, with a leaky aquifer type curve having a B value
of 2.0. This type-curvematch provides estimatesfor transmissivityand
storativitythat are identicalwith those reported in Lohman (1972), i.e.,
202 m2/d and 3.9 x lO"s, respectively.

5.5

5.2

UNCONFINEDAQUIFER EXAMPLE
For this test example, time/drawdowndata from a fully penetrating

observationwell were examined for the unconfinedaquifer test conducted at
the Fairborn Well in Dayton, Ohio, as listed in Lohman (1972). The test
example is presentedto demonstratethe use of both confined and unconfined
aquifer solution methods that were presentedpreviouslyin Section3.3 for
analyzing unconfinedaquifer tests.
The general analysis procedurefor the unconfinedaquifer test example
includes an initial,diagnosticlog-logdrawdown and drawdownderivativeplot
for identifyingaquifer response characteristics(i.e., homogeneousversus
heterogeneousformation response) and for identifyingthe establishmentof
radial flow regions. Identifiedradial flow regions can then be analyzed
using semi-log,straight-lineconfined aquiferanalysis methods. After completion of the analysis based on the confined aquifer solution,an additional
type-curvematching analysis, based on unconfinedaquifer solutions (Neuman
1975) is presented.
Pertinenttest informationincludes"
observationwell distance = 22.25 m (73 ft)
aquifer thickness = 23.77 m (78 ft)
constant-ratedischarge = 4088.2 L/min (1080 gpm)
and reported analysis results are"
transmissivity= 3250 m2/d (35,000ft2/d)
storativity= 3 x I0-3
specificyield = 0.09
5.2.1 Analysis Using the ConfinedAquifer Solution.
This test analysis example is presentedto demonstratethe use of pressure derivativesin determiningwhen radial flow conditionsare established,
and therefore,when confined aquifer (i.e., nonleaky) analysis proceduresare
applicable for analyzingunconfinedaquifertests.

5.6

.

As was discussed in Section 3.0, constant-ratedischarge tests conducted
within fully penetratingwells in unconfinedaquifers are characterizedby the
presence of three distinct segments on a time-drawdowncurve. The first and
third segments follow the drawdown response as predictedby the Theis solution, with aquifer storage equal to its storativityfor the first flow segment, and aquifer storage equal to the sum of its storativityand specific
.

yield for the third flow segment.
Diagnosticlog-log analysis of unconfinedaquifer tests can be used to

"

identify the existenceof unconfinedaquiferdelayed-yieldresponse and
whether radial flow conditionshave been establishedduring the first or third
segments of the unconfinedaquifer curve, thereby verifyingthe applicability
of confined aquifer analysis for these test data segments.
Figure 5.4 shows the diagnosticlog-logplot of the test example drawdown data, which exhibits a number of characteristicfeatures. The drawdown
data plot displays a classic "three-segment"unconfinedaquifer response. The
first segment follows an early Theisian type of response (elasticresponse S). This is followed by.an essentiallyhorizontalsecond segment indicative
of delayed-yield. The third segment conforms to a non-elastic,late-Theisian
response (non-elastic= Sy + S, where Sy >> S).
The drawdown derivativeplot shown in the figure also displays distinct
patterns for the unconfinedaquifer response. The derivativeplot indicates
the following:
i. Radial flow conditionswere not fully reachedduring the "first
segment" of the test response (i.e., < I min); therefore,semi-log,
straight-lineanalysisof this data segment is not valid.
2. The delayed-yieldsegment is indicatedby the decline in the drawdown derivativethat begins at a test time of approximatelyI min.
3.

,

Radial flow conditionsduring the third segment are indicatedby
the stabilizeddrawdown derivativeafter a test time of 500 min.
Semi-log, straight-lineanalysis of test data during this region is
therefore valid.
Figure 5.5 shows the semi-log,straight-lineanalysis of the radial flow

segment of the test data (i.e., t > 500 min), which yields hydraulicproperty
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FIGURE 5.4. DiagnosticLog-LogAnalysis Plot for UnconfinedAquifer
Test Example (FairbornWeil, Dayton,Ohio)
estimatesof transmissivity= 3435 m2/d and specificyield --0.083. This
compares favorablywith the previouslyreported values. For corroboration,
the Theis curve and Theis derivativecurve responsesfor these hydraulic
property and distance relationshipsare shown superimposedon the drawdown
data in Figure 5.6. As indicated,a good match between test data and type
curves was obtained, lt should be noted that the early-timeTheis curve match
was obtained by using a storativityof 0.003, as reported in Lohman (1972).
5.2.2 UnconfinedAquifer - TvDe-C_urve
Analysis
In addition to the analysis based on the confined aquifer solution,
type-curvematching analysis based on unconfinedaquifer solution type curves
(Neuman 1975) can also be performedon the test drawdown data. Because all
three segments of unconfinedaquifer flow were exhibited in Figure 5.4, Neuman
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type A curves (for analysis of segmer,
cs I and 2) and type B curves (for analysis of segments 2 and 3) can be used. The general analysis procedure
includes-

.
.

•

plotting the drawdown data and drawdown data derivativesfor segments i and 2, and 2 and 3

°

matching the test data and data derivativeswith the appropriate
type A and type B curves, respectively

•

calculatingthe hydraulic propertiesbased on the match points and
match curve used in the analysis.
Type A Curve Analysis
Figure 5.7 shows the type-curvematch for segments I and 2 of the test

data, with the final match curve correspondingto a B value of 0.20. The
final /5curve match was selected by visual curve matching of the test data and
data derivative. While other B type curves could be used to match the
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FIGURE 5.6. Confined Aquifer Type Curve (TheisCurve) Analysis for Unconfined
Aquifer Test Example (FairbornWeil, Dayton, Ohio)
drawdown data plot (because of their similar shape - see Section 3.3.1), the
simultaneousmatching of the data derivativewith the type-curvederivative
provided the basis for selectingthe B = 0.20 curve. The type curves were
generated with the DELAY2 program, which was originallydescribed in Neuman
(1975), although type-curvematching with existing published curves could also
have been used. The derivativesfor the type curves were calculatedusing the
DERIV program (Spane and Wurstner 1992).
As indicatedin Figure 5.7, a good drawdown data and data derivative
match was obtained using a beta value of 0.20. Based on the curve-match
analysis, the followingmatch points were obtained" t = 0.96 min, ts = 1.0, s
= 0.277 m, and S D = 1.0. Followingthe analysis procedureoutlined in Section 3.3.1, the match-pointvalues provide estimates of transmissivityand
storativityof 1690 m2/d and 0.002, respectively. The storativityestimate
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FIGURE 5.7. UnconfinedAquifer Type A Curve and DerivativeAnalys_s for
UnconfinedAquifer Test Example (Fairborn
Well, Dayton, Ohio)
is close to the value of 0.003) reported in Lohman (1972);however, the estimate for transmissivityis lower by a factor of two (1690 versus 3250 m2/d).
The reason for the differencein transmissivityestimates is not readily
apparent. Type A curve analysis is dependent on the analysis of the initial
test responses,which can be adversely affected by nonformationaleffects
previouslydiscussed (e.g.,wellbore storage effects) and nonuniformdischarge
rates that are common during the early stages of constant-ratetesting. For
these reasons, and due to the similarityin the type A curve shapes, superior
analyticalresults are expected from type B curve matching.
.

Type B Curve Analysis
Figure 5.8 shows the type-curvematch for segments 2 and 3 of the test
data, with the final match curve correspondingto a B value of 0.04. The
final B curve match was selectedby visual curve matching of the test data and
data derivative. As in the type A curve analysis,the type curves and
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derivativeswere generated with the DELAY2 and DERIV programs, respectively.
Unlike type A curve analysis,type B type curves display significantdifferences in shape, especiallyfor B values greater than 0.01 (see Figure 3.10). In addition, the type B derivativepatterns are more unique
because the derivativesmerge with time to form a horizontalline. The fact
that the type B derivativesform a horizontalline reduces the ambiguity of
the overall type-curvematch becausethe vertical axis of the match is fixed
by the horizontalderivative line.
As indicated in Figure 5.8, a good match to the drawdown data and data
derivativewas obtained using a B value of 0.04. Based on the curve-match
analysis,the following match points were obtained: t = 15.8 min, ty - 1.0,
s = 0.133 m, and sD = 1.0. Followingthe analysis procedureoutlined in Section 3.3.1, the match-point values provide estimates of transmissivityand
specific yield of 3520 m2/d and 0.078, respectively. The transmissivityand
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specific yield estimates are in close agreementwith the values (i.e., T 3250 m2/d; Sy = 0.09) reported in Lohman (1972) and values obtained from the
confined aquifer analysis reported in Section 5.2.1 (i.e., T - 3435 Z/m; Sy =
0.083). Based on the calculatedvalue for transmissivityof 3520 reZ/d,an
aquifer thickness of 23.77 m, and a 6 value of 0.04, Equation (3.17) can be
used to provide an estimate for vertical hydraulicconductivityfor the
-

aquifer of 5.2 m/d and a vertical anisotropyvalue (i.e., Kv/Kh)of 0.035.
The vertical anisotropyvalue also compares favorablywith the estimate of

-

0.027 reported in Lohman (1972).
Complete.UnconfinedCurve Analysis
Figure 5.9 shows the type-curvematch analysis for segments I, 2, and 3
of the test data, based on results obtained from the type B curve analysis
(i.e., B curve - 0.04; T = 3520 mZ/d; Sy = 0.078). A slightlybetter match
was obtained using the storativityvalue (0.003)reported in Lohman (1972),
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FIGURE 5.9. Complete UnconfinedAquifer Type Curve Analysis for Unconfined
Aquifer Test Example (Fairborn
Well, Dayton, Ohio)
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rather than the estimate (0.002)obtained from the type A curve analysis. As
in the previous type A and B curve analyses,the type curves and derivatives
were generatedwith the DELAY2 and DERIV programs,respectively.
As indicated in Figure 5.9, close agreement in predicted and observed
responsewas obtained for most of the test. The only significantarea of
departure occurred during part of the early stages of the test (between0.75
and 4 min). The reason for this observed departure is not completely
understood;however, it may be related to factors previouslydiscussedthat
affect early-timeconstant-ratetests (e.g.,wellbore storage or variations in
dischargerate).
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